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This is the first exhibition that I could enjoy with pleasure and contents. Artist Henrik Drescher was born in Denmark, grew up
in the US and was too busy "rock'n roll" to finish his college. The impact of ups and downs in his heart might have brought about
his nature of a gutsy traveler. On a table in the center of the gallery are some of his published books. They are full of a wide range
of unstrained imageries, from the mounting libido to the colorfulness of childlike innocence. But the installation piece on the wall
has caught most of my attention and kept my fascination. The entire wall is covered with bits of everything that have set out to
be unconformable and unsystematic, as if they were some mysterious connecting points. The wires that he has collected around
the world join the web of memory flow once more. The fifty something Henrik worked the wall religiously and didn't allow any
wire that was not from his journey to be used in the installation. The wires used are like firewood or dry weeds, ready to be set on
the flames of art. Or "hope you pick up them in abundance because they are objects of lovesickness." ** The wires celebrated
inside artist's heart are the burning heat in the heart of space-time of journeys. They are of free will, yet each piece of them
represents a truth. The truth in which the unexpected experiences of the journeys project- the people encountered,
the inspirations, the smells, and the scenes.
The wires are only a symbol but life is a piece of thread. In the end, these wires would become like the yarn balls of mom's and
get spun up. Staring again at the details of the "net", there are the mighty men- the concentrating Abraham Lincoln,
the swimming Mao. There are shadowy reflections of art, the performing pianist, and the Greek busts. There are also Henrik's
drawings and each of them are like the soothing pleasure of chewing gums. What his imageries express are full of eroticism
and goth, and yet the uplift of childlike innocence. There are the plumpy breasts of Eve's, the flesh in lime green, the collage of
earthy colors, Adam's lips extruding like the rim of an urn, and the low moans of animals in heat. And there are cut pieces from
old styled Chinese blankets- silhouettes of giant tulips with a bit of plushy lust and a bit of filth, erecting the imaginations of
vitality. At the end or beginning section of the installation, there are large "scrolls" of landscape paintings. With his familiar swirling
and curling scribbles, the dry-brush rendering of traditional landscape paintings has come under a different interpretation.
The mountains become sensual in the colors of browns and apple greens. There are as the powerful shoulder blades and their
surface's fine and smooth body hair. The mountains and the flesh become one and their souls connected, awakening the
fertileness. The upside-down mountains hang from the winding green rivers, as if it's the scenes of supernatural encounters in
the film The Legend of Zu. The entire wall is a multi-dimensional space-time of a mind, in which gender, history, nationality, time,
space, and sensuality intertwine. I can't help thinking about the story of the craftily talented poet from Tang Dynasty Li Chang Ji:
in a tour in the mountains, along with his servant, on donkey back, he wrote down pieces of beautiful verses one after one, then
dropped them in the sack of wisdom in his back....

**from a Chinese classic poem about love... the entire poem:
The south country grows red berries,
How many branches bud when spring comes?
Hoping you pick them up in abundance,
They are objects of lovesickness.

